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 Plot In late 2135, during a session of the United Nations Parliamentary Assembly, a group of scientists meet to discuss the
effects of age on the body. This discussion takes a bizarre turn when the scientists are attacked by monsters. The monsters

resemble huge rats, but they are described as being about the size of a cricket. They are hurled across the hall with such speed
and force that they drive themselves through the walls of the building. The scientists are saved by a race of aliens who have

come to Earth. The rescue is made possible by the space-faring cruiser Judas Unchained, the flagship of its royal line, the House
of Judas. One of the rescued scientists, named Josephus (Jo) Guidicelli, is a former slave and devout Roman Catholic. Guidicelli

now works as a resistance leader against the Commonwealth government. At his suggestion, a new organization, the
Commonwealth Resistance, is formed. Guidicelli is made commander of this organization. His ex-wife, Utopiania, also
becomes a prominent member. Other members of the Resistance include ex-Svartan (black) war veteran Loke, a former

Australian solider and survivor of the Fall of Tionisla; ex-East India Company navy captain and Magan Morsani (Latin: "Sword
Mover"), a ninja and ace pilot who escaped enslavement in the United Kingdom; Judas House ex-crew members including

House's steward Nathan-smith; ex-East India Company marines and freed-women Mary-Bishop, Arcturus Song, and Petronus
Tertius; and a Monoid tracker named Rubra. Most of the story is told in an alternate timeline, created when the Commonwealth

is attacked by the Kzin. The Commonwealth is defeated and the Treaty of Farrisee is signed. Influences The book has been
influenced by cyberpunk and urban fantasy novels including Metropole, The Coma Device, Ubik, Snow Crash, and David Brin's

Uplift Universe. It also borrows from several films and television shows including Babylon 5, Twin Peaks, and Star Trek:
Voyager. The settings in many places in the book are based on real or imagined places, including the desert town of Karak, the
suburb of Brisbane, Australia, and the Piedras Negras neighborhood of Ciudad Juárez, Mexico. Reception Publishers Weekly

called it a "fun, fast- 82157476af
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